BMW Guaranteed
Auto Protection

Protects you from
the “gap.”

Administered by:
Safe-Guard Products International, LLC
3500 Piedmont Road NE
Suite 400
Atlanta, Georgia 30305
800-269-4559
In Indiana, administered by:
Safe-Guard Warranty Corporation
3500 Piedmont Road NE, Suite 400
Atlanta, Georgia 30305
866-279-5263

This brochure is a summary of some of the benefits available with BMW
GAP Protection. See your actual Deficiency Waiver Addendum for details.
The information on the graph and table are for illustrative purposes only.
The actual payoff in relation to the value of any particular vehicle may vary.
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BMW Guaranteed Auto
Protection (GAP)
What is the “gap”?

In the event of a vehicle theft or an accident that results
in a total loss, most insurance companies only
reimburse the owner for the market value of the car.
This, along with the deductible, can create a
significant gap between what your insurer will pay
you and the balance on your loan.

Be confident with BMW GAP.

Because of common risks associated with theft,
collision and natural disaster, the chances of your
vehicle being involved in a total loss are greater than
you think. With BMW GAP, you can be confident your
deficiencies or deductibles will be paid off.

BMW GAP eliminates the gap.

Loan balance
Insurance settlement*

Gap
Insurance deductible**
Potential expense

+

$29,000
$25,500

$3,500
$500

Out-of-pocket expense with BMW GAP

$4,000

$0

The claim calculation example listed above is provided for illustrative purposes
only. Actual calculation and dollar amounts may vary. Please refer to your
program agreement for a complete list of benefits, exclusions and limitations.
*

**

Actual cash value.

Except in Oregon.

Trust the evidence.

BMW GAP is administered by Safe-Guard Products,
which currently provides protection products for more
than 2 million vehicles in the United States. Customers
agree that having BMW GAP eliminates financial
strain and gives you peace of mind when you need it
the most.
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